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Realit y CaptuRe
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Real-estate is the most important asset 
for any cinema exhibitor, yet often it’s the 
element least considered.  as exhibitors 
continually strive to generate more 
revenue by monetising commercial spaces 
more effectively, the need for improved 
documentation and data about real-estate 
becomes crucial. 

Reality Capture from Harkness Screens is 
an affordable service providing exhibitors, 
project managers and architects with a 
rapid survey designed to authenticate 
existing building drawings (2D CaD or 3D 
BiM) prior to undertaking major works or 
post-construction to capture assets and the 
building in an as-is state. 

the rich data created from the survey can be used 
as a tool for creating new construction drawings 
or models and can also be used to create virtual 
asset registers of buildings, perform analysis of core 
building functions such as fire evacuation procedures 
or even improve retail performance.

WHat iS Reality CaptuRe? 
Reality capture is a rapid process involving state-of-
the-art professional surveying equipment.  the 3D 
survey which can either be carried out in full colour 
or black and white, captures anything visible to the 
human eye and where specified by the client,  
anything that is not such as ceiling voids or spaces 
behind screens.

the process of capturing an entire multiplex site  
(up to 15 screens) typically takes less than one day  
on-site and its non-invasive nature allows the cinema 
to operate normally showing movies throughout  
the day. 

once on-site work is complete, the data is re-
engineered to create a highly accurate representation 
of the building accessible to all project stakeholders 
typically within 5 – 7 working days.
the processed data captured on site creates a 
high definition, 3D, intelligent data set that allows 
exhibitors, architects and project managers to 
accurate measure, tag and mark-up anything 
captured by the survey.   

WHen MigHt it Be uSeful? 
Reality capture can help provide project stakeholders 
with more accurate building information allowing 
them to design, manage and build with reduced risk.
from capturing the as-built state of a new build 
project through to planned  technology deployments 
(such as Dolby atmos), full site refurbishments or 
even as part of due diligence prior to a purchase or 
sale of one or more sites, reality capture can provide 
an unprecedented level of information about the 
building enabling effective decision making by all 
stakeholders.
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otHeR outputS fRoM tHe SuRvey
the versatile data can be used not just as a 
measurement tool but also as a virtual asset register 
of cinema components (such as seating or speakers) 
or ff&e to enable assets to be better managed or 
provide field engineers or service companies with 
accurate information about the site prior to a visit thus 
ensuring they arrive with the correct equipment and 
components to carry out remedial work efficiently.
 
Data captured on-site can be used to create 2D 
orthographic floorplans, sections or elevations of any 
part of the building which can be imported directly 
into most major CaD packages to use as traceable 
items to create drawings from.  the data can also be 
directly imported into most major CaD/BiM platforms 
retaining measurement accuracy to allow 2D 
drawings or 3D models to be created more efficiently.

SCReen peRfoRManCe
Whilst on site, our trained engineers will carry out 
an inspection survey of each screen to identify signs 
of ageing or damage.  using equipment exclusive 
to Harkness Screens, our engineers will check the 
performance of each screen by checking gain and 
extinction ratio (polarised screens only) whilst visually 
inspecting the screen for artefacts or dirt visible on 
the surface. 

fuRtHeR uSeS foR Data
Optimising the auditorium and specifically the screen 
can significantly improve the viewing experience for 
movie-goers.  Harkness’ team of cinema technologists 
can use the survey data to advise of adding a curve or 
tilt to the screen to help reflect the maximum amount 
of light back into the seating area in the auditorium 
and improve brightness uniformity both of which can 
have a significant impact on visual performance. Our 
team are also able to assess proposed designs and 
provide recommendations on screen optimisation.
the rich data can be re-engineered to perform a 
number of key simulation tasks.  from visualising 
a customer journey through a cinema through to 
identifying prime retail and digital signage locations 
and simulating fire evacuating scenarios, reality 
capture offers exhibitors with the ability to optimise 
their real-estate and improve the monetisation of 
retail spaces.

WHy HaRkneSS SCReenS?
Harkness has been at the forefront of cinema 
technology for over 85 years.  During this time 
Harkness has helped shape many developments 
in the way cinema auditoria are designed and built 
enabling exhibitors to create a premium experience 
for movie-goers.  Harkness’ professional surveying 
team deploy the latest tools and techniques to create 
insightful outputs for clients and possess significant 
experience in surveying commercial, retail and  
public buildings.  

for more information visit www.harkness-screens.com 
or email reality.capture@harkness-screens.com
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